Stardate 10007.23


Host Mikey says:
Last time, on the USS Nasser (temporary ship for the crew while the Europa is under repairs)....

The USS Nasser (Intrepid class) is on a rescue mission for the USS Io (Nebula class).... the Io came across a cloaked minefield..

Host Mikey says:
Right now, the survivor speaking with the Europa crew is Lt. TMar.... (Lt. Wilkshore is searching for survivors elsewhere in the ship)

Host Mikey says:
<<< Resume Europa/Nasser mission.. Stardate 10007.23.. 20:15 Eastern >>>

CEO_Teal`c says:
::in Engineering, working on console, thinking about the problem on the drive engagers::

MO_Essex says:
::stretches out stiff arm.. it's feeling better.. makes a point to check on the Klingon TO and CTO in sickbay:: 

TO_K`Tracht says:
::sits restlessly in his bio-bed::

MO_Essex says:
TO: how are you feeling? ::looks at the PADD in hand::

Host CO_Senn says:
::exits her RR and enters the bridge:: AXO: How are the rescue efforts coming along?

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::steps out of the TL and walks back over to Seat 2.0 [tm] and brings up a status report from Engineering::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::in sickbay, step stepping to the CTO after reviewing his record:: CTO: Lt, we need your bed, so I'm clearing you for duty. Take it easy until you feel 100% okay?

TO_K`Tracht says:
MO : I have been feeling well enough to be out of here for the last 5 days.. What kind of a question is that? I want out of here...

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::Leaves her temporary quarters for the bridge of the USS Serena::

OPS_Taylor says:
::At OPS Trying to get the COMM Frequency for the mines::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CO: We're organizing three separate attempts now Captain, trying to be efficient and safe.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Walks onto the bridge a little disoriented and takes his station:: All: Its nice to be back.

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::lies on the floor, trying to get up::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: There are now 25 minutes before the Io drifts into the sun's outer atmosphere...

MO_Essex says:
TO: well.. You’re free to return to duty.. Limited that is.. please report to me every 30 hours for a check up and make a point to see the CNS ASAP.. got it?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Takes his station and makes himself familiar with the controls.... likes the new sliding chair::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CMO: Well, "You can go" is rarely heard from a doctor. Thank you very much

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::grabs a chair and pulls herself back up::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: Nice to have you back

TO_K`Tracht says:
::the CNS?? grumbles, but nods:: MO : As long as I can leave this retched place....

Host CO_Senn says:
AXO: All right, continue coordinating that... how much time do they have left?

CEO_Teal`c says:
::finds a small problem on the cup links of the warp drive engagers::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::steps from the TL onto the bridge of the small but important medical ship::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::looks grim:: CO: Less than a half an hour.

MO_Essex says:
TO: and I expect us to continue our argument at a later date ::grins:: dismissed mister

FCO_Sovok says:
XO: Thank you sir.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Lt, lets go, we have work to do

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: Did you assistant update you on our plans for that wayward nacelle?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::nods to the CTO as he leaves::

TO_K`Tracht says:
::shakes head:: MO : Yes.. We will.. ::gets up from the bio-bed, and moves with the CTO:: TO : Which is?

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::turns around:: OPS: Status on communications?

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods somberly:: AXO: All right.

Io_Lt_TMar says:
::sits down in the seat she was holding on to and tries to collect herself and find back to her normal Vulcan persona::

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS*: report on main power grids sir?

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<XO Tompkins> ::nods his head toward the Vulcan as she enters then goes back to his reports::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: To Save the crew of the Uss Io

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: All green.

FCO_Sovok says:
XO: no sir, I have had no contact with whoever my assistant is

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<FCO>: ETA

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::glances over to the MO and TO, observing the TO and CTO heading out, taps commbadge:: *CO* Sickbay is clear Captain, we're ready down here.

MO_Essex says:
::walks back to David:: CMO: minor injuries removed and sickbay is ready, cargo bays 1,2 and 3 are also ready for heavy injuries

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* aye sir

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<FCO> CNS: Just a little over an hour ma'am.

Host CO_Senn says:
::nothing's quite all right, for some reason she foresees the next few days writing letters to the Io's crew surviving families::

TO_K`Tracht says:
CTO : Bah...

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: I know we aren't going to kill anyone today but we can't have fun every mission ::leaves sick bay and heads to TL::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::sighs:: FCO: All right, I'm going to need you to launch 2 of the shuttles and slingshot that nacelle ahead of us, to sweep for mines. But I need you out there in less than 5 minutes.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::nods:: MO: Okay good. Now comes the hard part. Are you ready?

MO_Essex says:
::shrugs and grins:: CMO: I hope so

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* I found the problem of are warp engagers sir!

TO_K`Tracht says:
::grins:: CTO : Indeed...

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::sighs slightly and ignores her various injuries::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::nods::  <OPS>: Open hailing frequencies to the USS Nasser.

FCO_Sovok says:
XO: two shuttles sir? Are we using tractor beams?

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS> CNS:  Hailing frequency open.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*FCO* I will have Warp back on proper line so we will not have are engagers engage into warp by itself sir!

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::smiles and places his hand on her arm for a second:: MO: Good, we'll do fine.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: Yes Lt. Get moving. Those people need every second we can give them.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: We are being hailed by the Hospital ship.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM: USS Nasser:  This is the Medical ship USS Serena, Commander Tsalea currently in charge.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Is a  little confused at what the XO called him..:: XO: yes sir.. ::Gets up and heads to shuttle bay 1::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: On screen

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::looks at the viewscreen, wondering where the CTO is::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Puts it on screen:: *CEO*:What is it.

MO_Essex says:
CMO: I should watch operation in the Cargo Bay.. will you be ok up here?

CEO_Teal`c says:
EO Livings: ::hands Livings his assignment:: please assure we will not have anymore problems with the engagers

TO_K`Tracht says:
::arrives at the bridge along with the CTO::

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Livings> CEO: aye sir ::leaves Engineering to do his assignment::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: Glad to see you, Commander. My OPS officer now ::nods at Taylor:: will give you the coordinates of the minefield. I suggest you stay clear of it if you plan on approaching our location.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
MO: Kevin is handling the Cargo bay for now, if you're going to relieve him...?

FCO_Sovok says:
::arrives in shuttle bay 1 and takes the nearest shuttle::

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::keys in a few commands on the arm rest panel::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: oh.. yes I think I should.. He may be good.. but he's not that good..

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM:  CO:  Thank you Captain.  We will be there in approximately 1 hour 32.46 seconds to be of assistance as you need us.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Transfers Coordinates of mine field::

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS*: I’m sending EO livings to it I will inform the report be sent to you, just a loose cup link on the engagers for Warp sir!

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::nods to FCO as the coordinates appear::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO&XO: Good Morning

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::nods:: MO: If you think it's best. I might need you up here though, I'll call if I do.

MO_Essex says:
CMO: I'll only be 1 deck away ::grins::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM: CO:  Is there anything we can assist you with until that point in time?

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: Acknowledged. Nasser out... for the moment.

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: This is Lieutenant T'Mar of the USS Io, do you read me?

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Okay, interesting.

MO_Essex says:
::nods and grabs personal med kit:: *Cross*: report to sickbay from cargo bay 1 .. You’re being relieved

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Io is hailing.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::smiles:: MO: I'll remember that...

FCO_Sovok says:
*TO*: you on your way?

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: Not right now, but we'll let you know if there is.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<Tac>:  As we enter the system, place the ship on yellow alert.

TO_K`Tracht says:
::gets up to tactical 2, still trying to remember how to work things here, since he does not remember his training::

Host CO_Senn says:
::feels like chit-chatting with the doomed:: OPS: Patch the Io through, then.

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: Several survivors from the Io attempt to flee the drifting Io in escape pods... 2 pods launch from the Io..

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : Excuse me?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::looks up, annoyed:: *MO* Is there a reason I'm being relieved?

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::nods to her captain over the screen::

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::arches an eyebrow:: COM: Nasser: I repeat, do you read me?

OPS_Taylor says:
::Opens Commlink:: CO: Audio only.

MO_Essex says:
::stands in the TL:: *CROSS*: your needed more in sickbay

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods at Taylor:: COM: Io: This is Captain Senn.

FCO_Sovok says:
*TO*: You are coming to fly the other shuttle aren’t you?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Sir, two pods were launched from the Io

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : No one has told me this....

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<CSO>:  Keep sensors at maximum.  It is not our intent to need assistance but to be of assistance.

FCO_Sovok says:
*TO*: get down here, ok?

TO_K`Tracht says:
::looks around the bridge, looking to his CTO to answer his and the FCO's question::

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: What's their heading?

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COMM: CO: This is Lieutenant T'Mar. Captain, what is the status of the rescue attempts?

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
TO: Hold on there.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<CSO>::Smiles at the commander, a bit surprised by that bit of humor::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
TO: have you been cleared for full duty?

MO_Essex says:
::stands as the TL opens to the right deck and an annoyed Cross.. she just nods and walks past::

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : I do not take orders from you... CTO : Sir?

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: One of the escape pods suddenly strikes a mine and goes up in a moderately large explosion..

FCO_Sovok says:
::Wonders what happened to getting out there in 5 min::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Io: We are trying to reach you through the minefield, two shuttles are being launched and will use your downed nacelle to try and give us a clear path to your location.

TO_K`Tracht says:
AXO : Yes sir.... ::in between his teeth:: for5 days now..

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::winces at the explosion::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::looks unfriendly to FCO:: TO: You may go K’Tracht

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::sees the MO, walks by her:: Lt. ::enters the TL::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*FCO*: Launch now. ::looks back:: the TO will launch in a minute.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::walks over to the XO and reads the reports as they are handed to her::

CEO_Teal`c says:
:: walks to other console, reading Engine status::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Scans the debris::

MO_Essex says:
::stops and watches him enter the TL.. just staring for a long moment::

TO_K`Tracht says:
::nods at the CTO:: CTO : I am going...

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: I understand, sir. Some of the crew members have tried to escape on pods, do you know their status?

TO_K`Tracht says:
::leaves the bridge, and enters the TL:: TL : Shuttle bay..

Host CO_Senn says:
::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Status of the Io's escape pods?

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The pod that survived slows... they apparently witnessed the explosion and do not wish to repeat that event.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> TL: Sickbay. ::glances at the MO, staring at him:: ~~~danger...~~~ ::doors close::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CO: Should we risk moving ahead in the field?

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::stands behind the captains chair, watching as the crew performs their duties, prepared for any medical emergencies... they hope::

TO_K`Tracht says:
<Computer> K’Tracht : There are 2 shuttle bays on the Nasser.. Please specify...

FCO_Sovok says:
::Powers up the shuttle::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: Actually it's only one, the other hit a mine and exploded

MO_Essex says:
::narrows eyes as the doors close:: ~~~Cross: It's not over~~~ ::heads for the cargo bay::

TO_K`Tracht says:
::grumbles:: TL : The one where the FCO is...

TO_K`Tracht says:
::TL whirs to motion::

Host CO_Senn says:
AXO: I do not think that losing two starships instead of one won't help any.

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::waits with truly Vulcan patience::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
CO: It's keeping its relative position to the sun

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::clears away the files of the CTO and TO and orders the remaining Meds to their duties::

Host CO_Senn says:
AXO: I am not going to sacrifice this crew, and unless we know where each of those mines are, we're not entering the field.

Host CO_Senn says:
CTO: Thank you.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CO: Aye Captain.

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Io: One of the pods is keeping its relative position to the sun... the other one hit a mine, I'm afraid.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::is moderately p-o'd:: *FCO*: Why aren't you launched yet Mr. Sovok?

FCO_Sovok says:
*OPS*: once the TO is ready, do we have permission to launch?

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::comes as close to a gasp as a Vulcan can get:: COM: Nasser: My son was on one of the pods...

TO_K`Tracht says:
::reaches the Shuttle bay, and enters one of the shuttles::

FCO_Sovok says:
*AXO*: the TO hasn’t showed yet....

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::enters sickbay, spots the CMO:: Reporting as ordered... sir.

FCO_Sovok says:
*AXO*: here he is, we are launching.

MO_Essex says:
::begins to organize the staff and seal up the radiation de-contamination units::

FCO_Sovok says:
*TO*: Ready?

OPS_Taylor says:
*FCO*:Cleared to launch. ::Opens doors::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::glances at Cross:: MO: Very well Chief, assume your duties.

Host CO_Senn says:
::looks down for a moment, even if TMar can't see her face:: COM: Io: He may still be in the other one, Lieutenant. What is the status of the surviving crew?

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Livings>::working on assignment still::

TO_K`Tracht says:
::gets into the shuttle, and starts pre-flight procedures, slowly...::

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : Go ahead, I’ll follow shortly

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*FCO*: Good. One of you retrieve that pod, the other start moving the nacelle. Remember we only need to get within transporter range.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::shifts:: If I may speak freely sir

FCO_Sovok says:
::Pulls the shuttle up gracefully and heads out the shuttle doors, plotting a course to the Derelict nacelle::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::blinks:: MO: Go ahead Chief.

MO_Essex says:
::has the staff begin testing the transporters and upping their resolution::

OPS_Taylor says:
AXO: The FCO's shuttle's out of the bay.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
OPS: Good. Leave the nacelle to Mr. K’Tracht. Tell Sovok to head for the pod.

FCO_Sovok says:
*AXO*: I will get the pods survivors. ::Plots a new course to the pod::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS> Open a comm to the Nasser's and see if you can get an estimate of casualties.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> It's about Essex... listen, I know you two are... involved, and that's fine. But doesn’t she strike you as strange sometimes? I mean... a little too intrusive.

MO_Essex says:
Staff: no mistakes.. get those cargo transporters online..  EO: you know the drill  *OPS*: sir.. we will be utilizing the Cargo transporters for emergency beam out.. There is going to be a strain of the power reserves on this deck..

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS> COMM: Nasser: Do you have an estimate of casualties?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::wishes he had some ship to fire at::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: The hospital ship is hailing

FCO_Sovok says:
::Comes in range of the Pod, Engages a tractor beam and backs off slowly::

MO_Essex says:
*OPS*: can you compensate?

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::tries to compose herself:: COM: Nasser: One moment, sir, I'm evaluating the data. ::tries to breathe evenly::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Io: Give me an estimate of the survivors, we have a medical ship on its way.

TO_K`Tracht says:
::finally manages to lift his shuttle off, and exits the shuttle bay a little bit clumsily::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Open frequencies to the Serena

OPS_Taylor says:
*MO*: Just a second please. ::Pulls up power to that deck and boosts power::

FCO_Sovok says:
*AXO*: I have the pod. Where should I take it?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::stares at Cross:: MO: I don't think this is the time to be having this conversation... afterwards... I'll hear you out. Dismissed Chief.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS> CNS:  Message from the Nasser

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: ::quietly:: Less than fifty survivors, sir.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye, on screen. ::Puts it on screen::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS>: Open comm

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::nods and heads off to his duties:: Teeps...

MO_Essex says:
*OPS*: thanks.. cargo bay one on stand by

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::moves the shuttle away from the Europa::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM:  CO:  This is the Serena.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* systems status up there sir?

TO_K`Tracht says:
#COMM Europa : Where do you want me?

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO* power boost to cargo bay 1.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* aye sir

FCO_Sovok says:
::Plots a new course towards the Nasser::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
*MO* Is everything prepared down there?

MO_Essex says:
*CMO*: Cargo Bay one on full alert.. radiation units are on standby.. heading to cargo bay 2 for evaluation.. aye

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: This is the Eu... err... Nasser ::sighs::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::boosting power to cargo bay 1; entering info on console::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Tows the Pod back:: *OPS*: I have the pod, but I need into the shuttle bay, can you open the doors.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* power will be there in a sec

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM:  CO:  Understood.  Do you have a casualties estimate for us?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
*MO* Very well, be sure to have all serious injuries routed to Sickbay for treatment.

MO_Essex says:
::heads to the Tl and leaves The local Tech in charge with an EO on duty::

CEO_Teal`c says:
Action: Power boosted in cargo bay 1

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: I am waiting for the estimate from Lt TMar, currently in charge of the USS Io.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Opens doors:: COMM: FCO: You're cleared

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* done sir!, systems lights up there!?

MO_Essex says:
*CMO*: aye sir.. ::exits the TL to Cargo Bay 2 several decks down::

FCO_Sovok says:
*Ops*: Thanks, Ensign Sovok out. ::Takes the pod and the shuttle in easy, sets both down on the deck and disengages the tractor beam::

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::moves towards the derelict Nacelle, and along with his wingman, positions himself:: *Shuttle wingman* : Alright.. Keep your tractor beam pointed at the back of the nacelle,.. I have the front.. Remain at a distance of 10000 Km.. No closer.. When your ready, we can start "pushing"

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM: CO:  Acknowledged.  We will be at the coordinates you sent in 45.43 minutes.

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: systems grids yellow but okay.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* aye sir

MO_Essex says:
::enters the Cargo bay and begins protocol for receiving survivors::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
OPS: Let Mr. K’Tracht no we're pressed for time will you?

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: Sir, do you read me?

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: We will hopefully have injured to take care of by then... ::rather than graves to dig, metaphorically speaking::

FCO_Sovok says:
*AXO*: Should I go out and help the TO?

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Io: I do, Lt.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::Looks at her captain with understanding and simply nods her head toward the screen::

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: There was no acknowledgement for my last message, sir. ::tries to keep calm::

OPS_Taylor says:
AXO: Aye. Comm: TO: Know we are pressed for time.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*FCO*: Yes Sovok, launch as soon as the pod is secure.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::waits for the wounded to arrive::

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::positions himself, and activates the tractor beam:: *Shuttle Wingman* : Ok.. Start moving.. 1/3 impulse, towards the interception point with the Io

CEO_Teal`c says:
::checking status of power::

MO_Essex says:
Tech: radiation related injuries are to report to cargo Bay 1 for de-contamination.. I want minor bunt force injuries here.. understood?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Checks the pod, and then lifts off and exits swiftly, proceeds to the nacelle:: *TO*: How are things?

MO_Essex says:
Tech: aslo.. sever injuries only.. to main sickbay.. we have limited resources..

TO_K`Tracht says:
#*FCO* : We are starting your push now...

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods back at Tsalea, waiting for TMar... hoping it's not terribly bad news:: COM: Serena: In any case, be prepared for radiation poisoning and the usual plasma burns, fractures and the like.

CEO_Teal`c says:
Self: 72%.. hmm,,:: Works on stabilizing the systems with that power::

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::starts moving in unison with his wingman, progressing the nacelle along...::

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: There are less than fifty survivors, sir, as I've told you. Many are in critical condition.

MO_Essex says:
<tech> ::nods:: MO: the engineer have recalibrated the transporters already.. we are at full stand by.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* SIF status?

FCO_Sovok says:
#::Engages the Tractor beam on the nacelle and starts to push::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COM: Nasser: CO:  We are prepared and will be waiting.  Serena out.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::Turns the ship over to the XO and heads down to check on things below, as well as to give them the update::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Deck 6 okay.  All SIF is intact.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
OPS: Walter, after they've got the nacelle moving sufficiently, have one of them head out to the Io and take on as many survivors as they can. We'll catch the rest.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::walks over to Science one::

OPS_Taylor says:
AXO: Aye.

FCO_Sovok says:
#::Pushes the Engines a little harder::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Io: Are you still there, Lt?

MO_Essex says:
*CMO*: cargo bay 2 is at stand by

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* aye sir :: diverts a little more power to Deck 6, stabilizing SIF to equal power ability::

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: Aye, sir.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
*MO* Very well, keep me informed Nat.

MO_Essex says:
::heads for cargo bay 3::

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : Ok.. Increase to 1/2 Impulse.... Let's try and hurry up.. ::increases thrust::

FCO_Sovok says:
*TO*: Not to fast, we don’t know where these mines are. 1/4 impulse.

MO_Essex says:
~~~CMO: something wrong David? You seem.. uneasy~~~

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::exists the TL and heads first to SB and then checked in the various medical rooms set up::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::sets up the settings the CSO specified and charges the deflector dish:: CTO: How good are you at precision firing?

TO_K`Tracht says:
#*FCO* : As soon as you catch something on sensors, disengage the tractor beam and move off the nacelle.. Don't want to be caught in the explosion..

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::glances at Cross:: ~~~MO: I don't know. Kevin is up to something, and it's about you.~~~

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
XO: Perfect, ..as always been

FCO_Sovok says:
#*TO*: Aye... ::Watches the sensors.... gets a faint tachyon signal:: *AXO*: are these mines Cloaked?

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : We have no time..... We need to rescue those people... ::remembers a similar situation where he had to save his own crew... And something about.. the CTO telling him he expected to do the same on the Europa??::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Send a message to the Serena... and relay the same to Dr. Foley here. We need to be preparing for less than fifty survivors.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*FCO*: Yes they are, only sensor cloaked though. If you can see one, destroy it.

MO_Essex says:
::enters Cargo Bay 3 and begins to get a report.. cargo bay 3 is not ready:: ~~~CMO: I looked at him.. as he left the deck.. I didn't scan him.. but I got my answer~~~

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* if we us an alternating form of anti-protons and anti-neutrons, it will make the mines be detectable to the ship's sensors

FCO_Sovok says:
*AXO*: I am picking up Tachyon Signals on Sensors....

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
XO: What do you have in mind sir?

MO_Essex says:
Tech: get those units unpacked and I mean now!

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* so in that case I may need a little help from you!

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: Sir, did you have a chance to scan the debris of the exploded pod?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
~~~MO: I'll keep an eye on him then~~~

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CTO: I'm going to fire a photon burst ahead of the ship to illuminate the mines. I want you to set the phasers on level 6 and fire on any you detect okay?

FCO_Sovok says:
*TO*: You can take it from here... ::Disengages tractor beam and sets a course for the Io::

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : Well.. Shoot it out of the Sky!!! ::doesn't catch anything on his, or he would shoot::

Host CO_Senn says:
AXO: Lt, what's the advance of the shuttles and how long until we are within transporter range of the Io?

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye ::Sends message to the Serena about 50 survivors::*CMO*We are about to get 50 survivors.

TO_K`Tracht says:
*FCO* : What!??!?

MO_Essex says:
*CEO*: I need an engineer down in cargo Bay 3.. for transporter recalibration

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS>*CNS*:  Captain, we have that estimate incoming from the Nasser.  They are telling us to prepare for proximately 50 casualties.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
AXO: Sure sir. At least some fun ::sets phasers at level 6::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS>:  Acknowledged

FCO_Sovok says:
*TO*: We have other things to do you know.. I have to go Get some people off the Io. You can take it.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* aye sir one will be there right away!

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::winces:: *OPS* Say again, was that 50?

TO_K`Tracht says:
::grumbles to himself:: Coward....

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::engages the deflector dish:: CTO: Now!

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::fires at the detected mines::

TO_K`Tracht says:
::positions himself in the middle of the nacelle, and manages to keep control of the Nacelles' direction, though harder than before..::

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Livings>: have you completed your assignment!?

FCO_Sovok says:
#::Hears what the TO said as he forgot to close the comm:: *TO*: I am no coward, I have other duties to attend to.

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO*: Okay, modulating sensors.

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Livings>:CEO: yes sir!

MO_Essex says:
*CEO*: cargo bay 3 out.. Tech: No! this is surgery! the decontamination units! no! not those!

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::closes COMM channel:: Self : That is no excuse......

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Io: I'm afraid not yet, Lt. ::always thought logic was not the solution for all problems::

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::progresses along with the Nacelle::

FCO_Sovok says:
#Self: Klingons....

OPS_Taylor says:
*CMO* Yes 50 f-i-f-t-y.

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Livings>: then head down in cargo Bay 3.. for transporter recalibration. understood!?

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::breathes evenly and tries to keep calm:: COM: Nasser: Understood, thank you.

MO_Essex says:
::throws PADD on the floor and begins set up as the Engineers arrive::  EOs: come on.. we are running out of time here!

FCO_Sovok says:
# ::Docks at an Io Docking port, opens the rear hatch and steps out onto the deck::

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Livings>:CEO: yes sir!

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::regretfully informs the medical staff of the count with the traditional Vulcan stoicism::

Host CO_Senn says:
::asks Science to do a scan of both pods... the one which is still around and the debris of the one which collided with a mine, asks specifically for traces of any Vulcans in any of them... or remains... if possible::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CO: The shuttles have got the nacelle moving and Sovok is enroute with the Io to pick up as many survivors as the shuttle will hold.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::frowns:: *OPS* No need to spell it out Lt, watch who you do that to in the future. Foley out.

CEO_Teal`c says:
<EO Livings>: Also I want a report on the Warp drive engagers As soon as your done in Cargo bay 3, and also attach the transporter recalibration report to

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CO: We should be in range in a few minutes. Will we be retrieving what bodies we can Captain?

FCO_Sovok says:
#ALL: I have room for 10 people to take back. The rest of you will be retrieved by the Nasser. Get in an orderly line and enter the shuttle single file! ::Walks back inside the shuttle taking his pilots seat::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The Io is now about 10 minutes entering the outer atmosphere of the sun..

Host CO_Senn says:
::shakes her head:: AXO: All right, Lt... and yes, although I'd try to beam in as many survivors as we can first.

MO_Essex says:
*CMO*: cargo bay 3 is a no go! I repeat a No Go

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::pushes his shuttle to full impulse:: COMM Europa : I am going full impulse.... Europa, keep on my tail!!..

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
*MO* Reroute to the other bays, we are expecting no more than 50 survivors from the Io, we should be able to handle it.

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@COM: Nasser: We are getting complaints about your FCO's actions towards our survivors, sir... ::voice trails off::

MO_Essex says:
*CMO*: understood

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* need help with the alternating form of anti-protons and anti-neutrons, config sir?

FCO_Sovok says:
::takes on his 10 people and closes the door attaching the shuttle to the Io. plots a course back to the Nasser::

MO_Essex says:
::grumbles at the staff and shoos them off to the other 2 bays.. has the Engineers replace the medical units in storage and heads back to cargo bay 2::

OPS_Taylor says:
*CEO* Send me the config and I'll try to configure them to the sensor grid.

MO_Essex says:
::goes back to main sick bay on a whim and enters the main room::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
~~~MO: Calm down Nat, I need you steady down there. We can handle this.~~~

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* aye sir, working on it!

MO_Essex says:
::looks at David from behind:: CMO: yes I know.. but there are days ..::walks past him::

Host CO_Senn says:
::looks in despair to the XO, wondering what did the FCO do... was he ordered to go to the Io?:: COM: Io: Lieutenant, I will take your complaints as soon as... ::gets the report from the Sci officer:: TMar, there is a Vulcan life sign in the escape pod orbiting the sun... the remains of the other one have shown no conclusive results.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::works fast and swift at console, trying to set up the configs::

FCO_Sovok says:
#::Flies cautiously through the mind field as there are now 10 lives in his hands::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The shuttle that FCO Sovok strikes a mine.. however it is yet another dud, and flies off in another direction... however that dud strikes a live mine.. whose explosive force sends the shuttle into a tailspin..

Host Mikey says:
that Sovok is on.. blah.. and sigh..

Host CO_Senn says:
AXO: Well? are we in transporter range?

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::gasps quietly:: COM: Nasser: Understood... Thank you.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Tries to stabilize the shuttle:: Officer: Take the Co-Pilots seat!

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::looks to MO:: MO: I know, I know.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Console bleeps:: CO: One of the shuttles hit a mine.

FCO_Sovok says:
<Officer>: Aye, ::Fires maneuvering thrusters to stabilize the shuttle

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::arrives back onto the bridge, getting a status report::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
<MO_Cross> ::glances back at the MO's voice, moves a little farther into the Med Lab::

MO_Essex says:
::collects a few things and turns back to David.. looking him in the face and trying to grin::

FCO_Sovok says:
Officer: Vent the warp plasma, we need some balance

Host CO_Senn says:
::closes her eyes for a moment, in silent prayer if there is a Prophet listening by any chance:: OPS: Its status?

FCO_Sovok says:
Officer: Not all of it

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CO: We're in range now Captain.

FCO_Sovok says:
<Officer>: Understood ::Vents the plasma and watches as the ship stops spinning and comes to somewhat of a stop::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::can't help but smile at her:: MO: Feeling better?

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Lock on the Io's survivors and have them beamed to the triage area designed by medical. Now.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: It's entering the sun.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::finishes configs; *OPS* sir sending configs now!; they arrive on his console::

FCO_Sovok says:
Officer: Damage report!

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Then beam everyone inside that shuttle as well.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.::Activates Transporters::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<Tac>CNS:  Captain, we are nearing the are were the first mine was struck.

FCO_Sovok says:
<Officer>: Impulse Engines offline, Multiple Hairline hull fractures...

MO_Essex says:
::nods and takes David's hand in passing.. causing the link to jump sharply.. and feeling the hate and suspicion from Cross.. lets go and leaves back to cargo bay 1::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<TAC>: Acknowledged.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<FCO> Slow to impulse

FCO_Sovok says:
<officer>: The Warp core... we have an Imminent Breach!

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::receives warning:: *All Meds* This is it, standard triage, all severe injuries to be sent to Sickbay.

FCO_Sovok says:
Self: Damn it! Officer: Seal it down!

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<TAC>: Take us to yellow alert.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::listens as the ship goes to yellow alert::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
OPS: What's the latest from the shuttles?

Host CO_Senn says:
::watches OPS work at beaming the shuttle's crew and the Nasser's survivors::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%::steps next to the chair and waits... the waiting game::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Locks onto the people in the shuttle and beams them into cargo bay 1::

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::feels a transporter beam envelope her and sighs::

MO_Essex says:
::enters cargo bay one:: staff: alter status! *OPS*: ready to receive injuries in cargo bay 1 and 2!

Host CO_Senn says:
AXO: If there's no need... recall the second shuttle to the Nasser. I don't want them out there if there is no actual need.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CO: Aye Captain. ::walks over to OPS::

TO_K`Tracht says:
::reaches the Io, drops the Nacelle, and heads back:: COMM Europa : I am getting grilled down here.. I'm getting back...

FCO_Sovok says:
<Officer>: I will try.... ::Works as fast as he can on the engineering terminal....:: Sovok: The Warp core is going to breach in 2Min.... I cant stop it.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::opens a channel to the shuttles:: *TO/FCO*: You two are cleared to return to the Nasser. We'll handle the evacuations from here.

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The emergency transports take place, and all 53 survivors are successfully beamed over.

FCO_Sovok says:
Self: Crap.... COMM Nasser: We have a warp core breach.. we need immediate assistance, repeat warp core breach, immediate assistance needed.

Io_Lt_TMar says:
@::finally loses consciousness as she is transported::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
OPS: Status on the transports?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::sickbay fills with patients and he gets to work::

MO_Essex says:
::watches as injuries flood the bay:: Staff: alright! you know what to do! ::rushes to treat a major wound::

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::flies the shuttle back to the Europa::

OPS_Taylor says:
AXO: All aboard, sir.

FCO_Sovok says:
<Officer>: 1 min...

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS>: Inform the Nasser our ETA

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<OPS>COMM: Nasser:  ETA is 10 minutes.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
OPS: All right. Start beaming whatever... remains, you can to Cargo Bay 2. But lower the temperature in there first.

FCO_Sovok says:
COMM Nasser: Wake up! We need an Emergency beam out Now!

CEO_Teal`c says:
::works in Engineering keeping all systems at best performance::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::frowns:: Med Tech: Severe blunt force trauma to the upper torso, cardio stimulation. :: the meds around him work::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CTO: Send a security team down to Cargo Bay 3 to honor guard the Io's dead will you?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Programs the transporters to beam them onboard the Nasser... Wonders if they can handle all 11 people::

FCO_Sovok says:
<Officer>: 30 seconds...

FCO_Sovok says:
::Engages Transport, feels himself dematerialize and arrive somewhere on the Nasser::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The shuttle's transporters only transport 10 people.. leaving Sovok onboard... the shuttle suddenly loses transporter power, and the warp core goes critical....

TO_K`Tracht says:
#::lands his shuttle on the Europa easily, and clears the sweat from his brown::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::the life signs go dead, he checks the readings:: Da... There's nothing we can do. Move on...

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Did you get everyone, including the shuttle people?

FCO_Sovok says:
COMM Nasser: Beam out! Now! Please! Transporters are down, warp core going critical! beam out!

OPS_Taylor says:
::Activates transporter and grabs Sovok::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
XO: Yes sir *TO Drist*: Prepare an honor guard and send it to Cargo Bay 3

MO_Essex says:
<EO> ::sees the alert and tries to beams the Shuttle passengers off in the cargo transporters to cargo bay 2::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Got them.

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: We have them here, Serena. ::relief apparent in her voice::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::continues to work, treating a patient with severe burns::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives in Transporter room 2:: Self: That was too close....

FCO_Sovok says:
::Walks out and heads for the TL::

Host CO_Senn says:
*CMO* Dr Foley, I hate to interrupt you but while you arrange triage, the USS Serena, medical ship, will rendezvous with us in ten minutes. I am sure your staff can use their help.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives in the TL:: Bridge.

MO_Essex says:
::watches as the 10 shuttle passenger appear in the cargo bay::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Good job, Taylor.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM: Nasser:  CO:  Acknowledged.  We are prepared to take over the injured.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Thank you sir.

FCO_Sovok says:
::arrives on the Bridge and looks over at OPS:: ~~~Ops: Its about time you got me out of there.~~~

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::it is a few seconds before he can reply, he talks as he works;: *CO* The help is much appreciated Captain, Foley out. ::works::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
OPS: The Captain's right, excellent job Walter.

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Serena: I'll let my CMO arrange transfers and the like. Please contact him in that regard.

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: Good job Ensign. Take your seat if you please.

MO_Essex says:
::continues to treat the injuries and sends the shuttle passengers to their respective places for treatment::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM: Nasser:  Acknowledged.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::stabilizes the patient and moves to the next one::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%<XO>:  Inform the medical staff.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Takes his station... Wonders why the XO keeps calling him lt:: AXO: Thank you sir.

OPS_Taylor says:
AXO: Thank you sir.

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM: Nasser: CMO:  This is Commander Tsalea.  We will be taking the casualties of the IO.  How would you like to proceed?

FCO_Sovok says:
AXO: Did the other 10 people in my shuttle make it sir?

Io_Lt_TMar says:
::comes to in the triage area::

MO_Essex says:
::has a seat as the staff finish the minor injuries and begin transport to sickbay::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
FCO: Yes, all accounted for. Excellent work.

MO_Essex says:
*CMO*: incoming from cargo bay 2

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::checks around the bridge, trying to remember any loose ends::

MO_Essex says:
::heads for cargo bay 1 for an update::

FCO_Sovok says:
AXO: Thanks.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO Drist> *CMO*: Sir, We have a cargo bay full of pieces. What shall I do?

CEO_Teal`c says:
::stabilizing systems::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Sighs and stares out the viewscreen::

CEO_Teal`c says:
*OPS* how’s it look up there!?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
COMM: Serena: The serious injuries have been forwarded to main Sickbay, those are the ones you should concentrate on

Io_Lt_TMar says:
::sits up:: Anyone: My son...

OPS_Taylor says:
Co: should we place a probe here in case this might happen again?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
*MO* Acknowledged. ::continues to work::

CNS_Tsalea says:
%COMM: Nasser:  CMO:  Acknowledged.  Our ETA is 3 minutes set coordinates.

MO_Essex says:
::sees that cargo bay 1 is functioning well... and supervises::

AXO_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::heads down to the command area and brushes past a fern. Sits down in Seat 2.0 [tm] wanting a drink::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Yes... leave one in the proximities, we'll leave another one at the edge of the system when we leave.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
*TO* Assemble the pieces and transfer them to the morgue

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye, Programmed in.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO Drist> *CMO* I am a tactical officer sir

Host Mikey says:
<<< End Europa/Nasser Mission for Stardate 10007.23... 21:15 Eastern... >>>
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